
CDA NOTICES & DISCLAIMERS FOR CDM 25  
ATTENDEES PLEASE READ 

 
CDA DISCLAIMER 

CDA does not endorse and is not responsible for any product, service, or 
representation made in any way by an attendee of the Convenience Distribution 
Business Exchange (CDBX).  CDA shall not be liable or in any way responsible for 
any purchase of, use by, or claim relating to any such product, service or 
representation made at the CDBX.  
 
CDA disclaims any responsibility or liability relating to any prohibited or 
unauthorized products such as, but not limited to, any actual or deemed 
tobacco products not authorized by the Federal government which may be 
marketed, sold, or bought by attendees at the CDBX. Any such illegal or 
unauthorized products shall not be marketed, sold, distributed, or bought at the 
CDBX and CDA will take appropriate corrective measures against any party 
breaching this directive. 

 
PROHIBITED OR UNAUTHORIZED PRODUCTS 

 
If you are buying or selling new tobacco products, including e-cigarettes and 
vaping products, which do not have a Marketing Grant Order; CBD products; or 
any New and Emerging Product such as Delta 8, Delta 10, Metatine, or any other 
similar product which is subject to Federal or any State Prohibition, Restriction, 
or adverse Regulation this notice applies to you. 
 
Any buyer or seller participating in the 2024 Convenience Distribution Business 
Exchange (CDBX) is considered a sophisticated and knowledgeable buyer or 
seller. You are not allowed to market, promote, sell, or buy any such prohibited 
or unauthorized product at the CDBX. If CDA discovers that you are selling or 
buying such prohibited, restricted, or unauthorized products, CDA will require 
you to stop doing so.   

 
 
 
 
 



CBD and EMERGING PRODUCTS 
 

CDA particularly notes that without FDA authorization, no CBD or Emerging 
Product making any health or medical claim may be marketed, sold, distributed 
or bought at the CDBX. 
 

Marketing Granted Orders 
 

Attendees are reminded that any manufacturer of any tobacco product, 
including, but not limited to, e-cigarettes, vape, e-liquids, and synthetic nicotine 
products, which does not have a Marketing Granted Order from the FDA runs a 
risk of adverse actions by, and potentially substantial financial penalties from, 
the FDA.   If a manufacturer has submitted a Pre-Market Tobacco Application 
which has not been acted upon by the FDA for any reason, or remains under 
review by the FDA, according to the terms of the Tobacco Control Act, that 
manufacturer can and might be held to be illegally marketing that company’s 
products.  As noted above, CDA takes no responsibility for determining whether 
a product has an MGO. 
 

HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Contagious diseases are still rampant in the United States.  If you have or have 
been exposed within the past 5 days to any serious transmittable disease such 
as covid, RSV, the flu, or measles, please do not attend the CDBX.  CDA shall not 
be responsible or liable for any illness or attendant consequence due to a 
contagious disease.  CDA shall follow all CDC and other federal, state, or local 
health guidelines in effect. 


